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none can say. One thing is sure; he meant his
temple to be supremely glorious, and resolved to
devote the treasure of Achalgarh in its entirety to
its construction. But to own to sudden wealth is
as risky as to confess a remunerative robbery. So
Bimal Sha had to trump up a complicated story
enabling him to build a gorgeous temple without
having to admit the acquisition of a fortune the
immensity and suddenness of which might seem,
to say the least of it, suspicious.
So he announced that the goddess Kali had
appeared to him in a dream and bidden him build
a temple in her honour. Further, she had been
kind enough to provide him with the means to do
it and revealed the existence of a buried treasure
at the foot of Achalgarh.
There was little to amaze an Indian, anyhow an
Indian of that epoch, in this tale of a divine appari-
tion, and it caused small sensation. On the other
hand, the news of the building of a great temple and
the discovery of a hidden treasure fired popular
enthusiasm. Ceremonies were held to enable the
priests to choose the exact spot on which the temple
was to be erected. There were processions to
Achalgarh ; and so explicit had the goddess been
as to the location of the treasure that it was found
without the least difficulty. And very soon the
building was begun.
It may have been mere sensuality that led Bimal
Sha to insist that no forms but those of women
should be graven on his temple. But it may be,
too, that he was actuated by genuine devotion to
Kali, to the goddess who amongst her many other
functions has that of patron of the warrior and the
reiver. He may have wished to show her in some
of her divers incarnations, which have been esti-

